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Abstract - Flywheels serve as kinetic energy storage and 
retrieval devices with the ability to deliver high output power 
at high rotational speeds as being one of the emerging storage 
energy technologies is  available today in various stages of 
development feild, especially in advanced technological areas. 
Many causes are there  of flywheel failure among them and  
one of is the non-linear behavior of the flywheel. Hence this 
work evaluation is done of non-linear stresses in the flywheel 
for different material . The solid work software used fordesign 
of flywheel. The ANSYS software is used for  analysis and apply 
forces for validation of flywheel is. The FEA of flywheel is 
considering centrifugal forces on its comparative non-linear 
analysis von-mises stress is done, shear stress and deformation 
of the flywheel made of Cast iron and aluminum alloy. The 
paper gives too  topology optimization approach in the mass 
of flywheel reducing.   
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Flywheel Detail 
 
The word ‘flywheel’ appeared first during the start of 
industrial revolution. There were two important 
developments during this period, one is the use of flywheels 
in steam engine and other is widespread use of iron. Iron 
material has high integrity that flywheels made up of wood, 
stone or clay. 
Flywheel is a device (mechanical) which is used as a storage 
device for rotational energy due to its significantly high 
moment of inertia. Flywheels are required where there is a 
fluctuation in input power and output load is constant or 
there where is a fluctuation in output load and the input 
power remains constant Flywheel is like as a reservoir to 
store energy when supply is more than requirement and to 
release the energy when requirement is more than supply. 
Flywheel provides an effective way to smooth out the 
fluctuation of speed.  
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
 
The flywheel is dynamic part hence the non-linear static 
analysis does not gives the exact value of stresses developed 
in  flywheel. It is difficult to find out such type of stresses 
with the help of numerical analysis to overcome these 
problems. Modern technologies are used such as FEA 
software. The paper deals with the study of stresses induced 
in a flywheel made of different material by using non-linear 
analysis.  

1.3 Objectives 

1. To study the stress induced in Subaru EJ25D 
gasoline engine flywheel.. 

2. FEM Modeling of Flywheel  
3. Perform Non-Linear Analysis using ANSYS. 
4. Consideration of flywheel model for shape 

optimization. 
5. Experimental Validation. 

 
1.4 Scope  
 
Considering the overall importance of Flywheel as an energy 
storage device, we focus on nonlinear analysis by using step 
loading apply &  shape optimization of flywheel. Hence the 
main concentration will be: 
 

1. To use FEA/FEM as method and software to find the 
stresses in the flywheel. 

2. Optimize the flywheel for reduction in cost & high 
fuel efficiency.  

3. Perform non linear analysis to find the best suitable 
material for flywheel manufacturing.   

4. And most important is dynamometer test perform  
on flywheel, etc. 

 

2. COMPUTER ADDED MODELLING & FEA 
 

2.1 Introduction to Solid works 
 
Solid works  is based on a single database, parametric, and 
modular process-oriented PLM system. Today all over the 
world as businesses, small, SMEs and large industrial  
companies from all sectors to all types of design processes 
and product development, 
production machinery, moulds, household appliances, 
automotive, agricultural machinery ,shipbuilding, electrical / 
electronics, medical products, telecommunications, 
household appliances, metal products, heating and cooling 
and the manufacturing sectors such as defence and 
aerospace design and product development processes of all 
types of co lateral industries, universities , institutes of 
technical education institutions and R&D is the software 
used. This is the result of the different sectors to respond to 
the modular structure.  
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actuators to the controller VO. Remote VO
stations can also be used with the field bus
wiring. Field bus has main advantages over
conventional point to point wiring such as

significant reduction in installation cost
(typically 20-40%), system expansion, and
simple modification, less expensive for the
reason that only the additional cable run from
the offered network to the new device must be
installed. As the communication is digital,
accuracy is not affected by the noise,
interference or electrical loading effect etc.
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INTRODUCTION
Application areas for wired network controlled
systems have been growing from last decade at
a very rapid rate. The distributed control
systems usually consist of master and several
slaves connected to each other though
communication link sqgh as TCP/IP, RS-232,
CAN and RS485 [U. RS-485 is a flexible
standard for automation systems. It is a
standard communication protocol for
connecting computer and its peripheral devices
to allow serial data exchange. The master unit
controls the flow of communication process

and in contrast the slave is just receiving any
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Abstract  

In a wireless sensor network the sensor nodes are placed at 

remote location and they operate on batteries .The major issue 

in wireless sensor network is the power consumption of the 

sensor node. Even though the sensor nodes operate on batteries, 

the batteries are to be changed after specific time interval. The 

battery replacement is not a viable solution as it is costly and 

time consuming .So some alternative method for battery 

replacement is to be used .The ambient energy can be used to 

power up the sensor node. The technique of converting ambient 

energy into electrical energy is called energy harvesting .In this 

paper the piezoelectric vibration energy is used as energy 

harvesting technique. The technique generates electrical energy 

which is used in place of batteries for wireless sensor node. The 

hardware of the system consists of RF transceiver CC2500, 

microcontroller MSP 430, piezoelectric crystal and other 

components. Batteries are not required for the system. The 

system is maintenance free and coves a distance upto 300 ft. 

The current consumption is from few microampere to 20 mA 

from wakeup to transmission.  

Keywords: RF Transceiver; Energy harvesting; piezo electric 

effect. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy harvesting is a technique used to convert the ambient 

energy present in the environment into electrical energy. This 

technique has the capability to act as an independent power 

supply for wireless microsystems, as an alternative to use 

batteries. The wireless sensor nodes are using batteries and 

operates at extremely economical energy budget. Since battery 

replacement is not a viable solution, these low power wireless 

sensor nodes need an alternative type of power source instead 

of traditional batteries. Renewable power can be obtained by 

generating electrical energy from the environment. Thus 

extracting power from the ambient sources is called energy 

harvesting or energy scavenging [4]. The available energy 

sources for harvesting are light, wind, motion, RF 

electromagnetic radiations .In this paper a nonlinear vibration 

energy harvester is used to power a low power wireless RF 

transceiver device. This RF transceiver is powering itself or 

self-powered and no batteries are required. It is able to transmit 

the data at few meters distance such as temperature and 

operated in 2.4 GHz ISM band. The rest of the paper includes 

details of vibrational energy harvester, the hardware part of the 

system and the system evaluation. 

 

ENERGY HARVESTING 

As a part of energy harvesting the solar and wind energy have 

been widely used to provide electrical energy during the last 

decade. The power consumption of sensor node has been 

significantly reduced due to recent advancement in low power 

electronics. Hence ambient harvesting energy may provide a 

long term solution and reduce the dependency on batteries [2]. 

The fig 1. shows energy harvesting as alternative for micro 

powering. The figure consists of energy harvesting generator, 

temporary storage system and an electronic device which is 

being charged up. The energy harvester generator can be 

piezoelectric, electrodynamic, photovoltaic or thermostatic. 

The temporary storage system can be ultra-capacitor or 

rechargeable batteries. This stored power is then given to any 

electronic device like low power devices, wireless sensors, 

MEMS actuators or any consumer electronic device.   

 

Figure 1: Energy harvesting as alternative for micro powering 

 

Energy harvesting from vibrations and movement has recently 

become promising for powering sensor nodes .Kinetic energy 

in the form of small scale vibrations is a common form of 
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Abstract. In wireless technology machines are talking with rnachines. 'Ihe sensors have batteries as power backup. Therc is a serious issue of
maintenance of these batte.ics and cxchange of bafteries, so there is a need of such a wireless sensor nnde which will consume very less power
without affecting the functionality like spe€d, raoge and sa.ndard compliance. The power breakdown of wireless sensor node shows lhal the
hungriest part is RF tiansceiver chip. So total power consumed by the sensor node can be reduced by reducing the power consumed by RF
taansceiver. The comrmn solution is to activate the transceiver by changing the duty cycle. The duty cycle change is not correct solution bccause
it has some drawbacks. So thc possiblc solution tq$olve the issue is designing a digital control cicuit which will activate the main radio after
listening to chanllel atld generating a interrupt as alld when rcquired. This on demard communication mechanism will rcduce power wastage.
The architecturc of seDsor oode is to be modified to commudcation centric approach rather than tmditional approach- The digital control circuit
will wake up the tm$ceiver as and when correct message will arrive at the input. The data packet is to be delined for the siune. Tle diSital
circuit is usinS 2.4 GHz operating frequency. Tle power supply used is 1.8 V - 2.1 v. The circuit consisb of analog front end comprising of
LNA which amplifies the signal, a detector which detects the signal and decoder which rerieves rhe original signal from packer that arrives.
Once the sigoal is decoded it go€s to digital control bloct which is the main block of the circuit. The impleBrentation is cafiied out in VHDL and
program is run in Xilhx 14.7 software .A test bench is *ritten in verilog for simulation purpose. The simularion is caried in Isim software
availablc in Xilinx 14.7 .The simulation of thc code shows $at the time.e4uired to write and read the data parameters is 16.4 usec. Accordingly
the pcrformancc amlysis is caried out. First powcr consumption of CC25m RF raNcciver without digital control circuit is calculaled. In aclive
mode it comes out to be 20 uwatt. Theo when the digital conkol circuit is preseot the power consumption of same RF tarsceiver is calculated,
it corEs out to be 0.034 pwan. This shows that with the help of digital control circuit the power consumplion is very less as compared to
without digital circuit. Th€ rest of the paper consists of Syslem overview, experimental results, perfomlance analysis and conclusion

Keywords' RF, Vtlireless Sensor Node, Power Consumplion, VHDI- Si ulation

1. Introduction

f f Tireles technology is nowadays very popular field.

\[/ uu.Nn.. are tiiing with machines. The wireless
V V sensor and control use batteries as a power backup.

The exchange and maintenance of batteriesls serious issue.

There is a need of such a wireless sensor node which will
consume very less power. The power backup problem can be
solved using energy harvesting [] or energy scavenging. Thc
main challenge to develop low power sensor network lode is
marBgemelt of energy consumption withoul affecting the
functionality like speed, range and standard compliance.
Energy management deals with process of managing energy
resources by means of conkolling the battery discharge,
adjusting the transmission power, and scheduling the power
resources so as to increase the lifetime of the node. The
energy efficiency of a sensor node is defined as amount of
data Higher
the e

node with givcn amount of energy reserve. To address the
power consumption problem the common solution is to
activate the transceiver periodically with the help of duty
cycle. Due to variation in the application nature,
communication latency and energy requirement the duty cycle
requir€ment changes. The duty cycle strategy gives
improvement in power consumption.[3] The node has to
listen to communication channel for data (idle listening), or
has to carry out over listening. Another drawback of duty
cycle scheme is delay caused by receiver for receiving lhe
data. The synchronizatioo between transmitter and reccivsr is
also technical challenge. So the possible solutiol to solve the
issue is designing a digital circuit which will activate the main
radio after listening to channel and generating a interupt as

and when requircd. This on demand communication
mechanism will reduce power wastage. The traditional
approach for low power radio sensor node architecture is
processor centric. In this mode processor is main component
which handles the transceiver. This requires additional power.
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ABsrRAcr

Unknown targct scarch, in an unloown environmenl is a complex problem in Wireless Sensor Network (WSt0.
It does lot havc a lincar solution when t6rget's location and searching space is unknown. For thc past few years,

many rcscarchers have invented novel tcchniques for finding a target using either Static Sensor Node (SSl0 or
Mobile S€nsor Node (MS|0 in WSN i.e. Hybrid WSN. But there is a lack ofresearch to find a solution using
hybridWSN.In the cunent research, the problem has been addrcssed mostly using non-biological techniques. Duc
to its complexity and having a non-liner, solullon, Bio-inspired techniques are most surcd to solve rhc problem.

This paper proposes a solution for scarchin8 of randomly moving target in unlno\ .n area using only Mobile
sensor nodcs and combination of both Static and Mobile sensor nodes [n proposed technlque coverage area is

dctermined and compared. To perform thc work, novel algorithms like MSNS Movement Prediction Algorilhm
(MMPA), Leader Sel€ction Algorilhm (LSA), Leadcr's Movement PredictionAlgorithm (LMPA) and follower
algorithf, are implamented. Simulation rcsuhs validate the effectiveness ofproposed work. Through the result,
it is sho\rn that proposed hybrid WSN approach with less number of sensor nod€s (combination of Static and

Mobile s€nsor nodes) finds target faster thah only MSN approach.
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II J'RL| r \. Scnsor Nctwork have gained worldwide attentlon due

W to is potential appLcations in area suneillarlce such as drsasler

monitorih& animal monitorhg, undcrwater monitorinB otc. lll,lll
Diffcrcn scnsors havc thci own physical propcrties like temperature.

moisnlr€, smoke, light, odor, etc. As per the demands of application

specific semors arc rccommendod lo bc used lhe main challenges in

WSN are its low bardwidth, memory limitation, and processing power.

Research$s need to consider these limitations of WSN to provide a

solutio& [n rgcent worlq very few researchers tbcused on hybrid WSN

due to commDnication hurdle bctween SSN to MSN.

NDmbcrs of computations are required in anal)'tical optimization
methods. Thc numb€r of computations depends on the size of re

problcm. If problem size increases, thcn conputations also increase

exporcntially. Bio-inspired optimization techniques can bc anothcr

altemativa to analytical optimization. It is more efficient for thc

hcrcased problem sizc or when the problcm is complex [3],[4],[5].

The objcctives oflhe papcr arc a) lo simularc random moving larget

scarching ia an unknown cnvironmcn! with minimum sensor nodes

in hybrid WSN (SSN and MSI'0, b) to efficicntly use, PSO (Particle

Swarm Optimization) techrique to achicve Sroupmovements ofMSNS
for targct searching c) to comparc area coverage ofall approach€s.

| (ofiespondfi r author
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A. PSO - Pqrticle Swqnn Optimizqtion

self-organization is onc of the iEport&t featurcs of Swirm
IntelliSencc (SI). Sclf-organization is a nonlinear distributld systEm

which cannot havc a linear solution and is ool co!tsolled by any single
particle. It is a continuous proccss in which particles htemct with cach

other locally [6], l7l.

Iiitially,self-organized syst€ms ar€ prcdictable, but aftcr some

iteration or some time instanccs, these may b€ predictable, neutral or
unprodictable.

There are mainly five featues:
. Positive fecdback

. Negative fecdback

. Arnplification

. Multiple iterations

. Balance ofexploitation & exploration

The sys(em has positiv€ and negative fecdback in which positive
feedback inspircs for lhe crcation of coDvenient strucire *tile
ncgativc fccdback neutrals thc positivc fcedback t8l,t9l,tl0l.

Multiple iteratiors are required to rcach to the goal. All particles

find thcir oum bcst position (i.e. Local best positior). Among the

local best positions of all padcles, a bcst position is choscn.(i.e.
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sensor network (DEETH)
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Summary
ln wireless sensor network (wSN), it is a complex task to track the target

when it is moving randomly in an unknown environment, lt also becomes

difiicult to cover a complete searching area because of the limited searching

range and energy of sensor nodes as they are few in number. The author

proposes a distributed enerry efficient tracking in a hybrid wSN (DEETTI)

to track a randomly moving target in an unknown searching. Hybrid WSN

that is proposed has both static sensor nodes (SSNs) and mobile sensor nodes

(MSNs), which are deployed in the searching area. The MSNS move collec-

tively using parlicle swarm techniques to search a target. The SSNS are

deployed for tracking the presence of a target and giving this information

to the base station. As per the informatt)n given by SSN, MSNS travel to

the target and track it. Simulation tesults prove that proposed technique

successfully tracks the target using less number of nodes and also less

amount of energ,v.
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1 I INTRODUCTION

In the recent times, wireless sensor network (WSN) has gained momentum and is utilized for border surveillance,
mine detection, animal tracking, etc for the purpose of detecting and tracking intruden, observing their
behaviors, and controlling their illegal activities. In these applications, a randomly moving tracking target is a common
complex problem.

A number of techniques are suggested in the literature to provide a solution, but still, there are a lot ofchallenges like
the reliability of networks, communication protocol, usages of heterogeneous sensors in the network, distributed and
collaborative data processin8, sensor deployment to cover complete searching area, data aggregation, tracking accuracy,
and enerry consumption.r

Many authors have proposed their solutions by mnsidering I or 2 challenges, but still, there is a need to provide a
generic sotution for area surveillance.'3 In the proposed system, Padicle Swarm Optimization (PSO)-based mobile
sensor node (MSN) navigation is implemented.a's The objectives ofthe paper are (1) to simulate randomly moving target
searching in an unknown environment, with minimum sensor nodes in hybrid W nsor node [SSN

'l and
(3) toMSN), (2) to PSO technique to achieve group movements of MSN searching, and

compare e
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